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number  of  council  contests  which  we  judge  will  be  of  particular  interest  across  England.  The
Councils highlighted in this database are contests which are of interest for different reasons, such
as:
Councils which may see a change of control
Where Labour should be looking to perform strongly given demographic factors in their favour
Where Labour should be looking to win seats to indicate that it is relevant to swing voters in the south of
England
Where Labour might expect to squeeze Liberal Democrat and Green Party votes
Tight marginal contests between the major parties which will be informative for the future of British
politics
Where the Liberal Democrats will hope to do well and, if successful, would demonstrate they are
improving their position
Where the Conservatives will hope to do well if they are holding their position compared to 2012, which
was not a great year for them
Where UKIP need to do well if they are to show that they remain an electoral force in UK politics,














full  control of  the council. This contest could give an  indication as  to  the  relative position of  the
parties in the country as a whole.
Where Labour might look to perform strongly given demographic factors
A  key  contest  here  is Norwich.  A  large  student  population  should  be  favourable  to  a  Jeremy
Corbyn­led  Labour  party while  significant  Liberal Democrat  and Green  presence  on  the  council
means there is there are potential votes for Labour to convert. The vote here will  test the theory





The  contests  for  the  councils  of  Basingstoke  and  Deane,  Watford,  Welwyn  Hatfield  and
Woking will be  indicative of Labour’s performance amongst south of England swing voters who





up  for  election.  Labour’s  performance  here  will  give  an  indication  as  to  the  party’s  popularity





Exeter,  similar  to Cambridge, Oxford  and Norwich,  is  an  area  where  Labour  under  Jeremy
Corbyn might be looking to perform well and gain seats. The demographics of the area should be
well  suited  the  profile  of  the  expanded  Labour  membership  since  the  September  leadership




















marginal  swing  seat  (including  three­way  wards)  with  a  significant  UKIP  presence  both  on  the
council and at the May 2015 General Election.
Pendle  is finely poised. The Conservatives have only one more councillor than Labour currently,















included,  the Conservatives  have  now been  in  power  for  six  years. After  such  a  long  period  in
power,  a  party  would  not  usually  expect  to  perform  particularly  strongly  in  ‘mid­term’  local
elections. However, given the current polling position of the Labour Party, a number of contests will
be  indicative of  the Conservatives’  chances of  consolidating  their  position: Trafford, Plymouth,






see  the Conservatives  increase  their majority of  five. Trafford  is currently  the only Conservative
council out of the 10 ‘Greater Manchester’ authorities. It is one of only two Conservative­controlled
metropolitan districts.






six  years  of  Conservative­led  government  Labour  should  be  looking  to  win  control.  If  the
Conservatives are able to maintain or improve their position it would be a good performance.
Labour  currently  has a majority  of  one on Crawley Council  but with  eight  Labour  seats  up  for
election  and  five  Conservative  seats,  this  is  a  knife­edge  contest.  A  reasonable  result  for  the
Conservatives would see them take control.
Redditch  is currently controlled by Labour with a majority of one. There are seven Labour seats
up  for  election against  two Conservative held  seats,  so  the Conservatives  should be  looking  to
take control of this council if they perform well.






UKIP will  hope  for  strong showings  in Thurrock, Harlow, Redditch and Rushmoor. Thurrock
currently has 11 UKIP councillors and, with only one UKIP councillor up for re­election in May, the




UKIP  has  eleven  councillors  on  Thurrock  council,  two  in  Harlow,  two  in  Rushmoor  and  one  in
Redditch.  It  will  need  a  strong  showing  in  each  given  that  the  upcoming  EU  referendum  and
ongoing migration crises mean their defining issues should have relatively high salience. If UKIP
cannot  gain  council  seats  during  a  period when  other  populist  and  anti­EU  parties  are  gaining




For  the  latest  analysis  of  2016’s  electoral  contests,  go  to  UK
Elections 2016 on GovBlog.
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